Abstract-Fresnel Zone Plate Lenses (FZPLs) are transparent-opaque lenses that filter the desirable phase. The centred Fresnel lenses have a strong back radiation towards the feed. In order to solve this drawback, offset feeding or offset pointing lenses are used. In this work, both offset FZPLs are studied using an optical physics method and experimentally characterized in the millimeter band. Two prototypes have been manufactured and measured, presenting a narrow beamwidth. The characteristics of pointing of this beam are studied depending on the feed gain. This work shows the pointing characteristics of the lenses, simply moving the lens in a plane.
INTRODUCTION
Fresnel Zone Plate Lenses (FZPLs) have been used in a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum, from microwave [1, 2] to X-rays [3] . They are transparent-opaque lenses that filter the desire phase of the impinging wave, reflecting the undesirable phase and transforming a spherical front phase in a plane one. These lenses keep on being of interest in antenna applications, both in Far Field (FF) [4] [5] [6] [7] and in Near Field (NF) [8] , due to their simplicity to manufacture and lower weight and profile when compared to classical dielectric lenses.
The FZPLs present a narrowband [9] , strong back-radiation and therefore poor efficiency, which is usually below 20%. Phase-correcting FZPLs [10] improves the efficiency, replacing the transparentopaque zones by different permittivity dielectrics zones [11] or different grooved zones [12] . An alternative to FZPLs, based on a planar periodic screen at optical frequencies, has been presented [13] , although, following the authors, improvement on the efficiency has still to be done.
All these works focus on centred FZPL and very few analyses can be found on offset FZPL [14, 15] . The offset FZPLs have two advantages. First, the back-radiation is not directed to the source and mismatching is reduced. Second, the feed residual radiation is not focused to the same direction of the main beam. In the NF, this characteristics is exploited to produce a plane wave with the required amplitude and phase variation. These lenses has been used in Compact Antenna Test Ranges (CATR) [16, 17] at millimeter and sub-millimeter frequencies because of their simplicity to manufacture and relatively good tolerances at these frequencies. These lenses have been optimized and used in CATR measurement at sub-millimeter frequencies [18] [19] [20] .
This work presents a study of the beam-scanning capability of these lenses and their potential application to imaging systems.
OFFSET FZPL DESCRIPTION
The goal of the FZPL sketched in Figure 1 (a) is to convert a spherical wave into a plane wave front whose propagation vector forms an angle of θ 0 degrees with the Z-axis. This scheme also shows that the residual radiation of the system has the same direction of the radiation of the feed and that the back radiation forms an angle of θ 0 with the Z-axis.
The Fresnel zones in a general case are formed by ellipses [1, 14] . The nth-ellipse limits the phase of the spherical wave, between (n − 1) · π and n · π. These ellipses are described by the equations:
where λ is the wavelength; F is the focal distance; A n and B n are the semi-axis of the ellipses in the X and Y axes; C n is the position along the X-axis of the centre of the nth-ellipse. Transparent-opaque rings are interspersed in order to the desirable phase filter. Although it is indifferent the type of the initial ring because they are complementary surfaces, in the case of the lenses, the first ellipse is usually chosen as transparent. It is clear that if θ 0 = 0, the ellipses turn into circles (Figure 2(a) ), and the FZPL is centred one. In this case, the offset lens is easy to obtain, choosing a non-centred surface to manufacture (Figure 2(b) ) and pointing the feed to the centre of the lens. In this case, the feed forms an angle of θ f = 38 • with the Z-axis, the same as the residual radiation, and the back radiation is directed to −180 • , maintaining the benefits of an offset FZPL.
The radiation patterns of these two lenses, fed by a point source, have been simulated by means of Physical Optic (PO) techniques using a commercial simulation software tool [21] . In this way, a centred FZPL, with the same F , size and feed has been simulated, to compare (Figure 3 ) advantages of the offset ones. The radiation patterns of the three sets present two narrow main beams, one in the forward direction and the other to the back direction. The back-radiation of the centred lens points to 180 • , which is where the source is placed. This backradiation can produce mismatch, when a real feed is used. The back-radiation of the offset feed FZPL points also towards 180 • , but this does not correspond to the feed direction. The back-radiation of the 20 • pointing FZPL is directed to −160 • and will not affect the behaviour of a real feed.
These three radiation patterns also exhibit undesirable radiation in the same direction the feed points to. In the offset case, this radiation does not affect the main beam in the forward direction. However, in the centred lens, the undesirable radiation and the main beam have the same direction, and a distortion of the main beam can be produced. 
SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS
In this work, the aforementioned lenses have been manufactured on an 8 mils RO4003 substrate (Figure 4(a) ). Both are square lenses with a side of 100 mm and a centred focal distance F = 80 mm. The analysis of these lenses has been done using PO approximation. In the simulations, the metal strips are supposed to be suspended on air, neglecting the thickness of the substrate. This approximation has demonstrated to be accurate enough in the NF [8] .
The lenses, which rest on a methacrylate frame, have been measured in a mm-wave planar scanner in the facilities of the Queen Mary University of London (Figure 4(b) ).
An open waveguide (OWG) and a 20 dB gain horn antenna have been considered as feeds ( Figure 5 ). The more directive feed produces a strong undesirable radiation in the feed pointing direction, so the OWG has been chosen due to its less directive radiation pattern, although spillover radiation increases. The edge illumination with the OWG around −12 dB. Figure 6 represents the simulated and measured results for a 20 • pointing FZPL. The system, made up by the feed and the lens, exhibits a −3-dB beamwidth lower than three degrees. This picture presents the ability of beam scanning of the lens. The simple movement of the feed in the Y -axis (x f = 0, y f = 15 mm) produces a change in the pointing direction of more than ±10 • . The scanning capability could be increased, but the secondary lobes level would increase. In these three cases of study, simulated and measured results agree very well in the main beam, validating the approximations and simulation method for the main propagation contribution. The measurements present a higher radiation level out of the main beam due to the diffraction generated by the lens frame, diffraction which is not taken into account in the model. These results have also been represented in Figure 7 , where the beam scanning ability of this lens is studied. Simulated and measured U -V (U = sin θ cos φ, V = sin θ cos φ) patterns are plotted in this picture, using continuous line for the −3 dB beam contour and dashed lines for the −10 dB beam contour. In all cases, simulated and measured results matched very well. For y f = 0, the parameter x f has been modified and an increasing of the −3 dB beamwidth can be found. In this case, up to ±15 • of scanning capability can be found. 
Offset Pointing Lens

Offset Feed Set
An offset feed FZPL has also been studied (Figure 8 ). This lens points to 0 • with a −3 dB beam width of about 3 • . The configuration presents a lower sensitivity than the last lens. Figures 8 and 9 show that a feed displacement along the Y -axis produces a decrease of beam scan capability and an increase of the beamwidth, when compared to the case of 20 • pointing lens.
CONCLUSIONS
This work focuses on an experimental study of two offset FZPLs that try to overcome some drawbacks of the centred FZPLs. One lens points to a 20 • direction and the other is an offset feed lens. Both lenses avoid mismatch of the feed because backradiation is not directed to the source localization. Good agreement has been found between simulations via PO method and experimental results. This work studies the behaviour of the radiation pattern of the configuration set by the feed and the lens when the feed shifts. The 20 • direction lens presents a good scanning properties, with more than 10 • in the principal directions. However, the offset feed lens presents lower scanning ability.
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